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‘Q’ Button



‘Q’ Button

“Q” stands for quick or Quick Menu.

Press it and you’ll immediately activate 
the camera settings on the LCD Screen.

A green bounding box will highlight the 
function it is on.

Use the joystick to move to other 
settings.

Playback: In Playback when the ‘Q’ 
button is pressed you will have a number 
of options available: protect, rotate, RAW 
process et.



Info /Diplay Button



Info Button

In Playback Mode: When you play an 
image and display it on screen you can 
use the info button to display the 
settings that the photo was shot at.  

This information can include a histogram 
readout, the aperture, shutter speed 
and ISO settings, the date it was shot, 
the time,  the colour model it was shot in 
(sRGB, Adobe RGB), the file type (JPEG 
or RAW), the index number etc.



Info Button

In Shooting Mode: When in shooting 
mode (opposite to playback mode) if you 
press the info button it will display the 
camera settings on the  LCD Screen 
(exposure, white balance, metering 
mode, ISO ext.)

If you continue to press it it may reveal if 
a feature, an electronic love or other 
features.



Image Settings



Compression

Compression

Digital cameras store images in a compressed 
file format called JPEG.

When images are compressed, the file size 
becomes smaller allowing more photos to be 
stored on the camera.



Compression
JPEG

JPEG’s (Joint Photographic Experts Group) is 
the most common format for compressing 
digital images.

File extension: JPG or JPEG.  All cameras come 
with JPEG compression settings.

For most casual photographers JPEG 
compression this is absolutely fine: it offers 
about 10 to 1 compression while maintaining 
an acceptable level of image quality.

DSLR cameras will have different JPEG 
settings to set: Large, Medium, Small



Compression

RAW 

A RAW image file is often referred to as a 
true digital negative

Technically a RAW file is not an image, it’s just 
the ingredients of an image, which includes 
all the light and colour data, as well as the 
metadata (camera settings) that has been 
applied to the file as specified by your camera 
setting.



Focusing



Focus

Two stage shutter button

2-stage shutter release is a shutter release, that 
when pressed halfway, it activates the 
autofocus and the light meter of the camera, 
setting them to achieve correct focus and 
exposure. 

After a second or so the camera will beep to 
indicate that it is ready, and then you can fully 
press the shutter button to take the photo.



Focus System on a DSLR

• Manual Focus: Bridge cameras, Mirrorless 
Cameras & DSLR cameras offer manual 
and auto focus mode. 

• To focus manually you set the focus mode 
to manual - usually a switch on the lens 
and use the focus ring to ficus the subject



DSLR Focus Points

DSLR cameras come with a 
number of auto-focus points, AF 
points, ranging from 5 to 61 AF 
points.

Autofocus points are what the 
camera uses to focus on a 
subject. 

http://cameras.about.com/od/digitalcameraglossary/g/slr.htm


DSLR Focus Points

DSLR Focus Points
Focus points are the little empty squares 
or dots that you see when you look 
through your viewfinder.
Manufacturers often differentiate entry-
level DSLRs from professional ones by 
implementing different types of autofocus 
systems.

DSLR cameras come with a number of 
auto-focus points, AF points, ranging 
from 5 to 61 AF points and more.

Autofocus points are what the camera 
uses to focus on a subject. 

http://cameras.about.com/od/digitalcameraglossary/g/slr.htm


DSLR Focus Points

Manual Selection AF point Selection 
Button: 

Manual AF selection means that you can 
select a single AF point, which will give 
you a precise area on which to focus. 

Modern DSLR cameras have a range of 
AF point selection modes for you to 
choose from Spot Focus to Expanded 
Area.

This is accessed by pressing the AF Point 
Selection Button on the usually at the 
back of the camera.



DSLR Focus Points

Manual Selection AF point Selection Button: 

Manual AF selection means that you can select a 
single AF point, which will give you a precise 
area on which to focus. 

Modern DSLR cameras have a range of AF 
point selection modes for you to choose from 
Spot Focus to Expanded Area.

This is accessed by pressing the AF Point 
Selection Button on the usually at the back of 
the camera.



AF ON 



AF ON 

AF ON: This is a ‘back-button’ auto 
focus feature.

You can use you thumb to activate the 
autofocus and depress the shutter button 
to take the picture. 

You can customise the shutter button 
so the autofocus half press is disables 
and use the AF ON button as you auto 
focus activation.



Self Timer



Digital Photography Worksheet - Self Timer

• The Self-Timer Button has a universal 
symbol. It can be found in the Drive Mode 
settings - or be a physical button

• In Record Mode set the self-timer and 
take a photo by resting the camera on 
the table and half press the shutter 
release button to focus - fully press to 
take the photo.

• Set the camera to: 

• 2 seconds

• 10 seconds



Drive Mode



Drive Mode

Drive Mode: Many cameras have 
more than one drive mode.  

If you select single shooting, the 
camera fires one shot each time the 
shutter button is fully depressed.

If continuous shooting mode is set, 
the shutter keeps firing for as long 
as you depress the shutter button. 



Drive Mode

Higher-end digital camera such as Mirrorless, 
and DSLR cameras offer a lot more 
capability in the amount of frames that can 
record in rapid succession. 

On a DSLR shooting a rapid succession of 
images is known as ‘Continuous Shooting’, 
and is selected in The ‘Drive Mode ‘ on the 
camera.


Normally there will be a choice between ‘Low 
Speed Continuous’ and ‘High Speed 
Continuous’ modes.


Low Speed Continuous allows for fewer 
frames per second - average 3 fps.


High Speed Continuous allows for more frame 
per second - average up to 6 fps.



Nikon Drive Mode

S= Single Shot          CL = Continuous Low        CH= Continuous High



Continuous Shooting



Continuous Shooting



White Balance 
Settings



White Balance

White Balance is the process of removing unrealistic 
colour casts, so objects which appear white in person 
are rendered white in your photo.


Our eyes are very good at judging what is white under 
different lighting sources, but digital cameras often have 
great difficulty in recording accurate white balance, 
especially in artificial lighting conditions, or outside 
daylight hours. 


The reason for this is that different sources of light 
create different colour ‘casts’.  

For example, your normal tungsten light bulb gives off 
an orange cast when it is the main light source.


Each light source has its own individual colour, or 
‘colour temperature’ and is measure in Kelvin.

A light having higher colour temperature will have 
more blue light or larger Kelvin value compared to 
lower colour temperature that has more yellow, 
orange and red values. 



White Balance Settings

White Balance Settings

The default Automatic White Balance (AWB) 
setting does a good job of getting the colour of 
your shots right in most situations.

Tungsten – This mode is for shooting under 

tungsten lighting conditions (normal light bulb). 

The tungsten setting of the digital camera cools  
down the colour temperature in photos. 

Fluorescent – This mode is used under florescent  
lighting conditions. It compensating for cool  
shade of fluorescent light.




White Balance Settings

Daylight – This mode is for the normal day light  
setting, while shooting outdoors.


Cloudy – This mode is ideal for while shooting on a  
cloudy day. This is because it warms up the  
subject. 

Shade – Used when subjects are covered in shade 
Warms up the scene.  tones to compensate for 

bluer tones found in shade.



White Balance Settings

Flash is optimised for the little on-camera flashes.


Custom white balance enables you to create a  
precise white balance by taking a photograph of a 

white or neutral grey card and using that setting for 

subsequent shots. All DSLR cameras will have this 

function. Some compacts may also have this function.



White Balance Settings



Exposure 
Compensation



EV Compensation

Camera meters are built to balance the 
exposure of scene based on a middle grey (or 
18% grey).

This balance of light and dark is evaluated 
based on the entire frame that you see either 
in the camera’s viewfinder or the LCD. 

Exposure compensation allows you to 
increase or decrease the exposure of a 
scene. 



EV Compensation

Exposure compensation is generally adjustable 
in 1/3 or 1/2 EV (exposure value) or “stops.” 

Each full “stop” adjustment either doubles or 
halves the amount of light reaching the 
image sensor depending on whether it is a +1 
or -1 adjustment. 

An exposure compensation adjustment of +1 
EV will result in an image that is twice as bright 
as the ‘base’ exposure. 

Likewise, an exposure compensation 
adjustment of -1 EV will result in an image 
that is half as bright as the base exposure.



EV Compensation

When to Use?

If your subject is backlit, the camera is going 
to meter that backlight and make your 
subject darker in order the “level” that scene 
out at 18% grey. 

This can be corrected by increasing the 
exposure compensation, by telling the camera 
that this scene should be +1/3 EV, +1 EV or +2 
EV brighter than what it “thinks.”



Exposure Compensation



Exposure Compensation



Exposure Compensation



Exposure Compensation


